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DUNNINGTON’S BEST PRACTICE METHODOLOGY “DBPM” 
Dunnington’s Best Practice Methodology “DBPM” provides a systematic approach to enhance the analysis, design and 
development of object-oriented systems using C++. DBPM assists in: evaluating the problem domain, producing a 
conceptual model, applying object-modeling techniques, architecting class hierarchies and designing collaborative 
object-oriented systems. DBPM consists of three phases:
  
Phase I:   Analysis - Entity Identification   
  •  Identify entities - class names  
  •  Identify attributes - data types  
  •  Identify behaviors -  methods
   
Phase II:  Design - Entity Relationship  
  •  Establish IS_A relationships (inheritance) - hierarchical entity design  
  •  Construct HAS_A relationships (composite) - complex/component entity design
  
Phase III: Development - Class Construction and Object Instantiation  
  •  Develop classes (steps 1-9)     
  •  Write runtime objects (step 10) 

High-level view analysis. Name the entities in the problem domain (nouns, e.g. employee, student, course). Identify 
attributes to describe entity characteristics utilizing C++ defined and derived data types. Identify all behaviors 
ascribed to each entity utilizing C++ method syntax (verbs, e.g. calculateGradeAvg(), addCourseToSchedule() 
reviewEmployeeStudentRecord() ). 

Entity relationship design. Establish inheritance relationships between entities (IS_A, e.g. student is an 
employee).  Construct composite relationships for entities (HAS_A, e.g. course has a student).

Phase I:  Overview - Entity Identification

Class development steps. Develop classes using steps 1-9. Instantiate objects using step 10.  
Step 01: Create a class for each entity identified in Phase I.  
Step 02: Create IS_A relationships for each inheritance relationship established in Phase II.  
Step 03: Create HAS_A relationships for each composite relationship constructed in Phase II.  
Step 04: Create attributes for each class.  
Step 05: Create constructors for each class.  
 • Create a default constructor and initialize each attribute  
 • Create an overloaded constructor with each attribute as a parameter  
 • Create a copy constructor    
Step 06: Create method setters (mutators) for each attribute.  
Step 07: Create method getters (accessors) for each attribute.  
Step 08: Create a destructor for each class (accomplishes any/all of the following):  
 • Deletes memory allocated with the new operator for class attributes  
 • Closes file streams  
 • Closes database connections  
 • Closes communication end points (e.g. queues, pipes, etc...)      
Step 09: Create methods for specific behaviors (business logic).   
 • Calculations for expressions    
 • Computations for result sets  
 • Decision analysis for evaluations     
Step 10: Create the main logic for object collaboration (runtime execution).  
 • Instantiate objects from class hierarchies   
 • Write the main logic flow using decision criteria   
 • Call object methods for information processing   
 • Evaluate object method return types to determine the execution path

Phase III:  Overview - Class Construction and Object Instantiation

Phase II:  Overview - Entity Relationship

DBPM PROCESS OVERVIEW


